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Abstract:

There has been considerable controversy over the measured polntS Of superconductlng transition

temperature (Tc) since especially in 1986. Some of them have
possibly arisen through prema-

ture attempts to generalise about cooling treatment from the results of limited experiments.

This paper introduces my own method of simplified procedure to measure the Tc
of the Y based

copper oxides and the focus
or attention

is the observations of the higher Tc confirmed with the

Meissner effect slgnal. The results suggest that the noticeable advances are made
in

under-

standing and
improvlng the method of Tc detection.

l. lntroduction

Although the Tc is not the only criterion
for determin-

1Ⅲg the technologlCal usefulness of a superconductor,

the proper method of detection of
Tc that will

impart

desirable properties and physical phenomenon is essen-

tial to realize slgnificant technologlCal applicatioⅢs.

Remarkable advances have been made in understand-

1ng and improvlng the behavior
of

high-Tc
supercon-

ductors (HTS) by numerous researchers in
various

parts of the world over the last ten years.
So far, no

one has been able to obtain the Tc higher than 173K

(-loo℃) as far as lknow, but theseefforts should be

continued to come because of the enormous potential

scientific and technologlCal pay10ff.
In this study,

I

examined the processlng and properties especially for

Tc of the Y based copper oxides that offer high poten-

tial for
operation at liquid nitrogen temperature.

lトA. Processing of HTS Samp一es

First of all, The brief papertl'by D.T.Shaw and S.din

published in 1993 is the slgnificant effective aspects
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glVlng Current Status On the processlng Of HTS samp-

les. They describe it there as follws. The HTS com-

pounds such as YBCO is
mechanically

brittle
ceramic

materials, and is generally prepared during the early

stage or fabrication by powder processlng. Since the

drivlng force for densification of powder compact is

the reduction of the free
energy associated with the

free surfaces of the particles, the HTS materials are

usually processed
from finely divided powders

for
effi-

cient consolidation. Processing Of the bulk ceramic

materials can be devided into three steps such as pow-

der preparation, shaping, and sinterlng. Conventio-

nal techniques for the ceramic powder preparation or

some modified versions are also used
for the HTS ma-

terials. For example, YBCO powders are
prepared by

mechanical mixlng Of precursors, such as hand grind-

lng uSlng mortar and pestle in the laboratory or ball

milling.
The

precursors could be in the form or

oxides, nitrates, carbonates or other compounds con-

tainlng the component metals or the superconductor.

Ball milling lS generally carried out in an aqueous
me-

dium. If one or more of the precursor materials tend
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to react with water, other media such as acetone or

alcohol should be used instead of water. After suffi-

cient ball milling, the milling medium
is

removed ei-

ther by filtration or spray
drying. The dried powder

is calcined at high temperatures to facilitate the de-

composition of the precursors to oxides and to allow

dirfusional mixlng for the formation
of the stoichio-

metric superconductor phase. If necessary, the proc-

ess or calcinlng and grinding may be repeated several

times for further
chemical

homogenization. A num-

ber of other powder preparation techniques have also

been utilized for HTS materials.
However, the sources

of HTS samples used
in this study were as follows:

Y203, BaCO3, CuO and acetone from lsekyu, Nagoya.

lトB. Shaping of HTS Samp一es

HTS for bulk application, such as magnetic bearlngS,

microwave cavities, or persistent current permanent

magnets, could have a number of different configura-

tions (e. g, blocks, rods, sheets, cylinders, etc).

The most common method of shaplng bulk HTS mate-

rials is by dry prreslng, Which involves filling a metal

die (either closed die or extrusion die) with HTS

powder, and pressing at 100-500(MPa) with a plum

ger. A small amount of organic binder is often added

to the powder for lubrication and to improve the

strength of the compact.
The

powder compact of

YBCO is then sintered by slow heatlng and holding at

900-950 (oC) for 5-100 (hours) in an oxygen at-

mosphere or partial oxygen atmosphere. This is fol-

lowed by slow cooling to render the optlmum OXygen

stoichiometry and the highest Tc. The optlmal sinter-

1ng temperature for the BSCCO and TBCCO supercon-

ductors are lower (below-850℃) than those for

YBCO=).

If the density Of sintered YBCO is too high, the oxy-

genation treatment has to be extended in order to

allow sufficient time for the diffusion of oxygen into

the material. TheJc value or YBCO is low when the

sinterlng lS Carried out at temperatures below -890

(℃)り:..

This is due to the poor connectivlty between the super-

conductor particles in the sintered material. Sinterlng

at intermediate temperature or 900-950 (℃) gives a

porosity of about 85-90 (0/.)and considerably higher

Jc. Above about 950 (oC), the Jc
value deteriorates

agaln(1)･ This is due to the difficulty ln OXygenatlng

dense materials and to the occurrence of some
micro-

cracking. Shock compaction
has

also been used
for the

shaping of YBCO type superconductors. Shock waves,

usually generated by detornation
or explosive, can

apply a dynamic pressure of several gigapascals on the

superconductor powder compact and produce dense

materials. This technique could achieve shaping and

densiflcation of
large mass pleCeS, but may be cum-

bersome for mass production of small bulk parts.
A

typlCal problem encountered iⅢthe shock wave loaded

YBCO is the suppression of
Tc,

which may be caused

by either disturbed crystal lattice structure or

microfragmentaion`2).
Extensive

sinterlng
heat treat-

ment above900 (℃) isrequired to restore the value of

Tc to about (-183℃). Bulk HTS an also be fabri-

cated by press
rorglng■:3). Because of the high presslng

temperature close, to the solidus or the partial melt

temperature (about lOOO℃ for YBCO ), sufficient

plasticlty lS induced in the normally brittle ceramics

to allow slow deformation under sustained pressure.

The disadvantages of this technique include slow speed

(several hours or pressing) and high temperature ope-

ration. An interestlng Observation that has been

made with this technique is the formation of strong

texture (c axis parallel to the pressing direction) on

the surface layer, which is several microns thick.

This layer
exhibited

an improved Jc value of more

than 3000 (A/cni2)(1),with reduced field dependency.

Although it is not clear
how the high temperature

plasticlty Can be utilized to produce practical
high-Jc

bulk or wire superconductors.
But the factors or shap-

1ng used in this study were as follows: cylindrical

blocks (≠28, t: 3-4), drypressingat95 (MPa),

acetone (as the organic binder), holding at 900 (℃)

for 22h45m in an oxygen atmosphere.

ll-C. Phase Equilibria in the Y-Ba-Cu-0

System

ln fact, sinterlng Of HTS samples is an one kind of

heat treatment. There for, In order to design the

samples, it is useful to discuss the phase equiliblia in

the YIBa-Cu-0 system. On that subject, the paperr:4'

by R･J･Cava becomes reference standards･
That is,

there are many circumstances
in the processlng Of the

1
,

2
,
3 superconductor where detailed knowledge of
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the temperature-composition-phase assemblage char-

acteristics or the system Y-Ba-Cu-0 are or
interest. It

is
especially or

interest in any processes in
which sin-

gle phase material, crystal growth, or preclpltation

of thel, 2, 3 from a melt･ Mostimportantly,

manystudieshaveshown that the 1, 2, 3 phase is

not a congruent melter for any rare earth under any

oxygen partial pressures attempted for synthesis.

This is
very strong limitation on the size of crystal-

1ites that can ultimately be grown from a Y-Ba-Cu-0

melt. Further,
aprlmary pbaserieldforthel ,

2, 3

compound has never actually been observed, although

its
existence somewhere in composition-temperature

space has been proposed by many. This means that

there are at present no known conditions where the 1
,

2 , 3 compound is the first phase to preclpltate On

coo血g a melt of Y-Ba-Cu-0･ This clearly further

complicatesanyprocesswherecrystalsofl, 2
,
3 are

a desired product.

ⅠⅢract, forcrystalgrowthofl
, 2

,
3fromBa-Y-Cu-0

melts, crystals are very often grown on surfaces or in

cavities strongly suggestlng that their growth is not

throuh conventional preclpltation from the melt.

There are two complications which make the study of

the Y-Ba-Cu-0 chemical system under the usual syn-

thetic conditions quite interesting, they are: (1) the

oxidation/reduction of copper, which makes the cop-

per oxide vertex in a conventional Y203-BaO-CuO dia-

gram actually CuOl±x and (2) due to the presence of

Ba and theCO2in air, thereis really always a CO2Ver-

tex if CO2 is in the startlng materials or the reaction

is done in air･ The
other perovskite near the composi-

tion Ba3YCu20Ⅹ in the BaO-Y203-CuO system
is

actu-

ally an oxycarbonate, with CO2 an integral part of

the structure, and
is

not present under synthetic con-

ditions which rigorously exclude CO2.

R. S. Roth and his coworkers have studied the Ba_Y_

Cu-0 phase equilibria diagram in detail`5). And R. ㌔.

Cava presents their data in the figures(4) of phase

equilibria (Other groups also looked at the phase

equilibria in this system but 氏. ∫. Cava selected

work from a single group for internal
consistency).

Note that compounds in the dlagram(4) are labeld by

atomicratios in theorder Ba : Y : Cu which is crystal

chemically correct, rather than the now common Y :

Ba:Cu. Thusthel, 2, 3 compoundislabe11edat2,

1, 3 in his set of
figures■:4) One of them shows the
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general ternary diagram at 950℃ in air. The compati-

bility triangles were determined by making samples
in

each region. (For a general composition in a ternary

system the three phases present are those at the cor-

ners of the triangle on the figure which bounds the

composition. For
compositions on the tie lines

which

difine the triangles, the two phases present are those

at the ends of the line. ) The three ternary compounds

are shown as BY2C-BaY2CuO5 phase, B2YC3-

Ba2YCu307, and
Pss- the other perovskite which is a

solid solution of the formula Ba3,2Yo.8Cu2_xO｡.4_i ･ ZCO2

where O･1≦Ⅹ≦0.3. This
compound is bounded by,

but does not include thecompositions (Ba : Y : Cu)

3:1:2, 4:1:2and5:1:3. Itcannotbeprepared

in rlgOrOuSly CO2-free synthetic conditions. The fig-

ures
which show the temperature-composition profile

are pseudo-binary cuts across triangular figure with

some lines to show the evolution of the phase

equilibria with temperature in air.
Experimental

polntS Seem tO beshowⅢ. And R. ∫. Cava says that

the complexity of the system is apparent and such dia-

grams are not only useful knowledge necessary for

knowledge of the physical state of different materials

or various compositions at different processlng

temperatures, but also for defining good conditioⅢs

for
crystal growth, In figue of T-C profile for

instance, a good prlmary Phase field for
crystalliza-

tion or BaY2CuO5from a melt between 1200-1000 (℃)

is defined(4'･ The melting relations in the vicinlty Of

the superconducting composition Ba2YCu｡07 iⅢ
air are

of paticular interest･ Ba2YCu307 melts through a four

phase region
in

air, requlrlng that the system con-

tains four components under these conditions, not th

Tee. This implies that CO2 is present in some of the

phases: the likely
culprltS are the liquid

phase and one

or more
of the solid phases BaCuO2, Ba2YCu307 0r

BaY2CuO5, although one would assume that slgⅢifi-

cant quantities of CO2 WOuld have been detected in 1
,

2, 3bynowif that were indeed the case･ This sug-

gests at least that BaCuO2 is the most likely
solid

phase with significant CO2 COntent under these condi-

tions･ The detailed phase equilibria in the vicinlty Of

1, 2, 3 considering the implied presenceof CO2, are

presented in the figure
showlng near Ba2YCu30x. The

other cut is designed to explore the melting relations

in the composition reglOn Of the other perovskite, In

the figure
showlⅢg T-C profile, he suggests the
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primary phase fields for the Ba-Y-Cu-0 system too.

The prlmary Phase
field

encloses the compositions

where the phase indicated is expected to be the first

phase to precipitate
from the melt,

This is
critical

in-

formation for
crystal growth and melt processing of

ceramics. Note the disastrous displacement of the I :

2 : 1 BaY2CuOs phase
field to the BaO-CuO rich region

of the diagram, This strongly impacts the Inelting of

1. 2, 3 for which a thin sliver of a primary phase

field has been drawn. This Ba2YCu307
Primary phase

field is included, hc･wever, only to satisfy thermody-

namics and has never been observed, neither
by Roth

nor by anyone else working
on this system, Even if

Fig 1 I

TT7hTL>s芸ta5hneetspO三eol･a41盟｡i,s90f!;Dating
on the Kl type

the tiniest sliver does truly exist, and can be found in

the future. it is not likely to be of practical
impor-

tance due to its undoubtedly extremely narrow compo-

sition / temperature characteristics‖'.

lll-A. The Observations of Tc at KI Type

HTS

On referring to some aspects and criteria above

mentioned. We can produce the K 1 type HTS`6) sam-

ples which seem to
suggest the higher degree of super-

conductivity in this field. And here. I can introduce

them as the examples of Kl type sintered conductor-

s`6'to
investigate the Tc and its Meissner effect signal.

Aswecanseeinthefig. 1, themagnet ofO,4 (T) is

floating on the K ltype
sintered conductors.

This

suggest that the conductor must be HTS because of its

magnetic floating observed at the temperature. The

temperature around the condllCtOr
is temporarily

cooled approximately equal to (
-)

196℃ by
pouring

liquid nitrogen
into the vessel.

After filling up with the liquid nitrogen over the top

of the conductor, the liquid nitrogen
in the vessel

evaporates
in the air and a few minutes later the tem-

perature around the conductor raises rapidly.
On the

rislng Way tO the room temperature, the wooden

pedestal〔6'makes slow down the rising rate of the ten-

Fig2, The wooden pedestal makes a convenient･ domain [D]･
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perature and makes a
convenient domain to investi-

gatetheTc. Aswecanseeitin the Fig. 2, the do-

mainislabelledat 【D】andisintherange of (-)

150≦D≦(-) loo℃ as far as l examined with digital

thermometer. Therefore, if the Tc
of the HTS is in

thatrangeof (-) 150≦D≦(-) loo℃, weshouldbe

able to observe the magnet falling down slowly to the

upper surface of the pedestal･ And taking a good look

at there, weshould beable to observe the Tc on the

Meissner
effect slgⅢal almost at the same time.

That is to say, this is the method ofTcobservation in

this paper and making use of this method. I examined

theTcofKl typeHTS. And theresultsareplotted in

Fig. 2. Furthermore, asyoucansee, the Tc is ob-

served to be higher than about (-) 100℃! This is an

abnormal Tc isn't lt? I have never heard such a higher

Tc yet. Still more, the observation which makes use

of digital thermometer shows that theTc is about (-)

90oC (183K!). It's an incrediblel, but is the experi-

mental results in this paper and, Ⅰ'm sure this is the

special Tc
since the discovery of superconductivlty ln

1911 ir the method of experiment is in correct.

HI-B1 Observation of Zero Resistivity

As a matter of fact, It is troublesome to detect the

zero resistivity because the small resistance such as a
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contact resistance, connecting Wire's, and some elec-

trical noise are usually
ln existence. Considering all

possible items relatlng tO Observation of zero

resistivlty,
I
observed the voltage at the constant DC

current･instead of the resistance. In the Fig. 3, the

vertical axis express the voltage which occurs at the

inspectional polntS A, B in thecircuit. As you can see

in the Fig. 3, if the resistive components of the device

change one after another, the voltage at AB reasona-

bly changes too. That is to say, the resistivlty Of the

HTSisvery small and is less than 10 [ n/AB ] at the

room temperature. And further the observations in

the Fig. 3 suggests that the resistivlty Of the 班TS

(especially K 1 type)`6)is sufficiently small and is wor-

thy of notice.

lV. Conclusions

The K 1 type HTS was first
made by accidental sinter-

1ng treatment in this work at the end of the July ln

1997. Even in those days, this accidental IITS sample

was sbowlng SOme abnormal resistivlty and higher de-

gree of superconductivlty, but l didn't have
any confi-

dence in the experimental observations because of its

abnormality indeed. After the events, I tried to cre-

ate the K 1 type HTS samples systematically and have

been investigatlng their physical behaviors, abnormal

lI~II~ーIll-~~~l--~~~-~~-~▼~~~-~J--.~l--~-~lJ--Ill--~1-Ill-I,.l'1-II~ー~r--~~-~ーL~-~~一

郎I TE中E払Tq'E (≒水℃)

胡■■叫■■暮■印■l虻暮t■■刊■;暮暮〕曲I)l暮

0.0 占.7 13.3 20.0 26.7 33.3 10.0 16.7 53.十 60.0

TIME GOES (minu t e s)
Fig 3, The resistance of the 冗 1 type HTS is sufficiently small and is

worthy of notice.
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Tc and zero resistivlty especially. So far the results

are:

(1) TheTc and zero resistivity of the K 1 type samples

are well preserved
for two years.

(2) The observation says that the Tc
confirmed with

the Meissner effect signal is higher than (-) 100

℃ andisabout (-) 90℃.

(3) The observation suggests that the resistance or

the HTS is very small and low at the room tem-

perature and
is

su汀iciently worthy of notice.

In conclusion, I
would like to reexamine the results es-

pecially for (2), (3) items with theadditionalexperi-

ments in order to confirm these abnormal results and

hope they will help me find information l am looking

for and to encourage
further

work in high-Tc super-

conductivlty.
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